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The  Mcn.etary  Crisis 
arul  Common  Agricultural Policy X/389/74-E 
I.  THE  AGRICULTURAL  UNIT  OF  ACCOtn'fl' 
The  implementation of the Common  Ag-ricultural  Policy entails the :fixing 
I 
of common  prices ana  the  joint financing of expenditure  on market  support 
'and.  structural  improvement-.  It therefore ,  requires a  common  denominator , 
for the  currencies concerned  from  the beginning (the German  mark,  the 
'Belgian and  the  Luxembourg  franc,  the Dutch  florin,or guilder,  the 
Italian lira and  the  French franc).  As  a  result of the enlargement  of 
the  Community,  there is now  al~o the  pound  sterling,(Ireland and the 
Unit~d Kingdom)  and  the Danish kroner.  Had  there been no  agricultural 
unit of account,  it would  have  been ·necessary to express the obligations 
of Member  States in terms  of each of the  currencies concerned, ·and  as  the 
fixing of exchange  rates still falls within the,  competence  of the national. 
authorities, it t--JOuld  only have  needed  a  single government  to change  the 
value of Hs currency for  the common  agricultural market  to be  ~ble 
to function. 
In 1962  the 
91uni  t  of  ac~ount" ( u.n..) t--Jas  selected as the  common  denominator. 
It is defined as 0.88867088  grams  of fine  gold,  which  corresponded-to the 
gold parity of the dollar declared to the International Monetary ·Fund  in 
1934- and  still irnchanged  at that time  1•  There  v1as  little alternative to 
the adoption of this yardstick as  each of the European currencies  concerned 
·had  a.  declared parity in relation to gold and  to .the dollar,  while  the 
great majority of contracts concluded. in international trade were  denominate9, 
in dollars. 
1 
:  1  troy ounce  = ¢US  35,  a  troy ounce  ,.mighing  31.10348  g. - 2  -·  X/389/74-E 
It i~S therefore possible to switch from  the expression of a  right,  an 
obligation or a  price in units of account  to the  corresponding amount  to 
be  paid qy  each Member  State by  applying a  simple  rule of three;  for 
exe.mple,  the target price for wheat  was  calculated as follows: 
value  of. unit  of account  0.88867088  &of fine  gold, 
- value  of French franc  0.180  g. of gold, 
value  of German  mark  0.22217  go of gold, 
common  target price for  common  wheat:  106.25 u.a./tonne  (1967/68 
marketing year), 
target price in French francs: 
0.88867088  X  106.25 
0.180  =  525  F/torL."le 
target price in German  marks: 
0.88867088  X  106  .• 25 
0.22217 
=  425  m1/tonne 
Initially,  that is until 1969,  a::;  there was  no  threat  of sharp changes  in 
the parities of European currencies,  the first Community  Regulation 
(No  129  of 1962)  1-ras  applicable.  It simply provided that  in j;he  case 
of devaluation or revaluation an automatic adjustment  vwuld  be  wade  to 
the rights,  obligations or prices of the Member  State  concerned.  For 
example,  if a  currency were  devalued  b,y  10%,  the amounts  expressed in 
national currency to be  paidto the  joint institution wo~ld be 
increased by  10%. - 3- .· 
IIo  The  agr~cultural unit of account  in the' 
/ 
Bretton Hoods  monetary system 
Under .  the  Bretton ~foods monetary  s.ystem  ~  the ·currency of eacn >:>1ialie  -vras 
declared in gold  and:in :{tB(pa.rity) to the International Monetary Fund, 
and  the  Central'Banks tum_ertook to act  in such a  way  that the  spread at· 
any  given moment  for spot-rate transactions remained within  1%  of parity. 
That  percentage  vJas  knovm  as  the margin of fluctuation. 
To  that  end States guaranteed their currencies  ~- depositing a  stock 
of gold;  if the need arose,  the  International 1Ionetary Fund  automatically 
granted credits,  c>.lso  known  as  ndrm"ling rights" up to a  maximum  of· the 
va,lue  of gold deposited  (this was  lrno1m  as the  ~'goll tranche"  of tl1e 
~~  .  .  .  ht ")  v.:raw:~.ng  r~g  s  •.  Then,· as States had  recoUl.;se  to  Il'llF  credits  (or 
"credit tranches")  the  latter made  increasingly pressing use of its 
right to examine  the  economic  policy of the States concerned. 
If, despite the credit possibilities offered by the  IMF,  a  State  ~vas 
no  longer in a  posi  t'ion to h:eep ·w-ithin the  1%  margin of fluctuation  ar~und 
its monete.ry  parity, it devalued  (that is, it declared to the  UlF  a 
lower  exchange rate for its currency Hi th respect to  gold)  or it revalued 
(that  is,  increased the Height  in gold defining the  parity to the  IMF) o. 
France  and  Germa~. did this in 1969.  Hot-rever,  faced  ,,'i. th. imminent 
parity cha.l'lges,  the  Council of the European Conununi ties supplemented  on 
.30  May  1968  the  provisions adopted  in October  1962  relating to the unit of 
account  a 
1 Bretton t·Joods  Agreements:  International. Monetexy  and Financial Conference 
heid at Bretton Hoods  (United States)  from  1  to 22  July 1944,  which 
· resulted in the  agreement  marking the  general acceptance  of the monetary 
system knovm  c-.,s  the "Gold Exchange Standard". 
The .. Bretton vloods ·Agreements  established the monetary  system by means  of 
the  followin~ me~surcs: 
introduction of rules relating to a  system  of fixed pn.rities and· the 
convertibility of currencies,  · 
making available to States of resou:rces  in the  form  of. foreign currencies 
and credits,  ru'ld 
creation of .the International Monetary Fund,  the authority for the 
coordination,  control  and  management  of the  systema X/389/74-E 
(a)  Th~ principle of adjustment  of the u,nit  of account 
In fact,  the  1962  provisions  (Ree:,ula.tion  No  129)  did not  provide  for  any 
change  in the  gold value  of the unit of account,  so  that tho  fixing of 
common  agricultural prices in units  of account might  have  appe~xed like 
granting a  gold  guarantee to the agricultural sector.  In oriter to 
remove  any ambiguity in this respect,  the  Council of the European 
,  Conuiluni ties laid down  111  Regulation 653/68  of 30  IJay  1968  the conditions 
for  the  r~justment of the unit .of account  in the case  of changes  in the 
monetary parities of the Member  States. 
Three  l~pothesos are  envisnged: 
- v!hen  all Member  States change  tho pari  ties of their currencies 
simultaneously in the  same  diro~tion and  proportion,  the unit  of Recount 
is automatically changed by a  percon·!iagc  equal to and  in the  snmo  direction 
as  the  parity chane,-e  introduced by the Member  Stc:_1.tes. 
In such a  case  the relative levels of ngricultural prices,  industrial prices 
and  costs remain  unchanL~d in monetary terms.  For  example,  a  devaluation 
by  10% of all the  currencies of the 1'u:copean  Economic  Community  would 
c.utomatically entail a  10% devaluation of the unit of account.  The  same 
would  apply in the· case  of a  revaluation (or increase  in tho  price)  of gold • 
..,  The  second hypothesis  rel;;~,tos  to  a  change  in the  same  direction,  but by 
different percentages,  of the parities of the currencies of :Member  States. 
In this case  the value  of the unit·of account  automatically changes  in the 
same  direction as  the monetary parities,  but to an extent  equ~;;l  to the 
smallest pcxity change. 
In any other circumstances,  that is to  s~  a  change  in ~he parity of the 
currency of a  single Member  Sto.te  cir  po.rity  changes  in different directions 
and  by different percentages,  etc., the  Council  of Ministers is  to decide 
unanim0"\.1.sly,  acting on  a  proposal. from  tile  Commission  and.  aft  or consulting 
the Monete.ry  Committee,  whether or not  tho value  of the unit  of account 
should  be_  altered. and,  if so,  by whet  amount.  It is in fact  only this 
third case whioh  has  arisen so far. 5  X/389/74-E 
It should be  mention?d thct decisions of this nattu'e should be  taken within 
three· d<:..ys  of the.  announcement  b'IJ  raember  States of 'parity  cha:t!e-,"Gs  of which 
they have  given notice.  Ih the  intervening period the notation for the 
unit of accotUlt  is  suspended~ 
in order to mitigate temporarily the  consequences  of automatic readjustments,  .. 
provided  that the measures  taken do  not  impair the free movement  of 
agricultural products,  the  functioning of the  system of common  prices, 
obligations arising from  the  Treaty of Rome  or measures  implementing the 
lo.tter.  Obviously this is a  reference  to action to cushion the rise of 
farm  prlCOS  expressed in national  CtU'I'Oncy  in the case  of a  devaluation Of 
that  currency,  or  the fall in agricultural prices in the  case 'of a 
revaluationo. 
Hence  tho unit of account,  v1hich  has  strenc;thenod its role as  a  common 
denominator for the currencies of t4e EEC,  als9  pl~ys a  prominent  part  in, · 
,strengthening the solidarity of the EuropoCl.n  burrencies  and  exercises a 
braking effect  on .individual  .. parity changes. 
It is against this background  thc..t  the devaluation of the Frcnch.franc  and 
the revaluation of the Gorman  mark  ~·!ere  carried out. in 1969. 
(b)  l!;..vn,luation of t.ho  Fre;:<'~.f_EE~on 8  A~gus,;t_]169 a~  a:gp£¥'9!1£.0..._~! · 
.!2.::...fi!'st  fixec~l!::?=~ar;y  CO!JlJ>.eps~~~?unts" 
1 
(sec Fig.  1) 
The  gold parity of the  fra..'lc  rras  reducecl.  from  0.180  to 0.160  g  of fine  gold 
on 8  August  1969.  Tl1e  valu0  of the unit of account  in terms  of gold 
remained  unchanged;  its value  in terins  of francs  therefore  changed  from 
F 4.93706  to F  5.55419. 
1confus.ion should ·be, avoided  betrre~n nmonetarytt  compens2.tory  amounts,  rihich · 
are designed to eliminat'e  the effect of exchan6r6-rate  fluctuations'  and "accession'. 
compensatory amou.'lts,  which during the  trc.nsi  tion period  follolo'Jing' the enlarge-
ment  of the EEC  bridge the  gap between the agricultural prices of the  new 
Member  States and  the  ComL1'W.1i ty prices  (see Issue  No  4). - 6- X/389/74-E 
This devaluation of 11.11%  of the French franc  in relation to ita former 
gold  p2.ri  ty meant  that the  prices  of e.gricul  tural products under the 
European rulea,'expressed in French francs,  should have  boen increased 
by 11.11%;  for example,  the targst price for  common  vJheat,  which  t-~as 
10.625  ~.a./quintal at that time,  should hr.t.;e  been increased from 10.625  :x: 
4·93706  = 52.45  F/quintal to 10.625  x  5.55419  = 59.01  F/quin(>al~ 
.  A  H  p  B  d. .  1  .  t  d  t  ft  h  .  .  ld  t  h  b  l~s  ..:·.!!'  •  au  ~n  po~n c  ou  1  sue  a  Silarp r1se  wou  no  ti.ve  oen 
desirable either internally,  where it would  have  aggra-vated  the  inflationary 
trends which had  given rise to  the devaluations  e.nd  1-Tou.ld  have  put  the 
farmcTs  concerned in a  more  privileged position  the~ other social nnd  professional 
catee;ories,  or in the European context  t  t.Yhere  it would  have  provoked over-
production of certa:i.n agricultural products. 
Nevertheless,  to keep French prices at their old  le:vel  would  have  give French 
producers  an cxchc:.nge-rate  advanta.:::.O"O  and distorted compcti  tion in trade 
inside and  outside  tha  Community." 
The  Council  of the European Communities  therefore  granted Franco  authorization 
not  to align its agricultural prices  immediately with the  common  prices; 
France unciertook to e.lign them net  later than at the  beginning· of the 
1971-1972  marketing year.  I'~onota.:ry  ccimpGnsEdory  amounts  bridget'!.  the  gap 
between 'French prices and the  common  prices in intro,·-Communi ty o.nd  extra-
Community  trnde in ngricultural procucts.  They  had  the  effe::ct  of  u.  tCJ.x 
mcldng French' ·exports ·more  expE:n~ive,  or., ·conversely,  of a  p~TJ·lGn-t  by the 
French State to importers to  lo~er the purchase  price of goods  imported  into 
Frence.  They  ware  fixed,  beca'.lSC  the  ,gap  between the  French int0rvention price~ 
and  ti1e  CommUnity  price  was  also fixed.  · 
On  the  other hand..,  as regards France ts  fin.:mcial  ob.ligations 'Kith respect 
to the various European funds  (European Agricultural Guidance  run  Guarantee 
Fund  (F.AGGF),  Europo.sn Social Fund,  etc.),  the  adjustment  of th0  po.rity of 
tho  franc  in relation to the unit of account  took  immediate effect,  which 
increased France's obligations to her partners by  11  ~11%. 
1Rcvue  du Marche  Coromun,  November  1969. . ;...  7  .I  X/389/74-E 
France did then align its prices in a  certain number  of sectors-trith the 
,  co~on  pric~s  ·before the. ste.rt  of tho  1971 /t972 marketing year.·.  For 
- •  •  I  '  •  . 
example,  there  -rm,s  an.  immediate adjustment to the  neN  exchange-~ate for fruit 
and vegetables,  pm·Jdered  mille and  the denaturing premium  for  powdered  milk 
and  , · l[lst ly,  for  wine  and  vine  product  So  From  11  August  1969  onwe..rds 
there  t·ms  a  pe_r:tial  ad.)ustmel?-t  in the price for beef and  vonl  (4.25%  increase 
in tho  intervention price) bringing it. nearer to  the  common  price;  the 
French-franc  prices  remained  unchtmged · only in the  follot1ing sectors: 
ce.roals,  oil seeds,  poultry ·and  eggs,  pigmeat,  sugar and  butter.  For. 
milk products  other than butter and  poi-Jdered  milk the  co.mpensatory  e.mounts 
(subsidies  on imports  into ]'ranee  or tn.xes  on exports  c:.t.the French border) 
1-rere· calculated on tho  basis of  t~e fat  content of the  individual products. 
Of  course,  agTioultural productsnot subject to regulations  on the fixing 
of common  prices all follo1.;ed  the devnluation  (drinking milk,  for oxainple), 
and  were  not  therefore  subject to  monet~ry compensatory amounts. 
'  . 
Fr~ce took tho first step townrds  alignment with the  corr~on prices  on 
1  August  1 970 t  completing the  o.djustment  to the  Community  level  on 
1  Augu.st  1971 • 
( c}  .§£co~s..S:J?.Rlicc:-,ti.~~.!.  reval~tion  ...  of the  Germ?..n  mark  on· 24  October~  · 
·  (see Fig.  1 ) 
After three  ~·1eeks  of floating,  during uhich  the. Fedcre..l  Germa.'l  funk dis~ 
·continued its intervention on the  exch~nge market  while  maint~ining ~he 
official parity of the mark,  tho  Federe,l  Government  revalued the mark by 
9.29%  on 24  October  1969.  The  value  of the unit of 2.ccount  fell from 
m.IJ  4  to  DM  3.66.  As  the pnrity of tho  franc  remc.ined  unchc:mged,  the mark, 
·which had  been t-mrth  F  1 .)88::)475,  assw;1ed  a  value  of F  1 .. 51753825. - 8-
Uncler ·the  Co!lli!lUni ty market  arr2:.ngcmonts  the  Gorman  marl:  priqes of 
German  C'.gTicul tural products  should lmve  been reduced by 9.29%. 
Such  c.  stop would  have  been regarded as unacceptable  by  Ge:rmau  farmers, 
who  refused to accept  11.  new  reduc·i;ion in their national  gun,ra.nt•3ed  prices, 
even if fina:acieJ.  compensation were  e;Tanted  1  as hm been don8  r,t·  the 
time  of the alignment  of German  prices to the  common  prices on 
1 July 1967. 
Tho  Federal Republic lms  ~uthorizod to keop  the  German  mark prices of 
its agricultural products  ~~changed for  a  time,  and  e  te~porary system 
of compensatory amounts  wa.s  introduced,  t'lhich  t'las  similar,  but opposite 
in effect,  to that  which had  beE=m  i'.'ltz·oduced  at the  time  of the 
devaluation of tho  franc.  Then,  in December  1969,  the  Council  of 
the European Commimities  decided that this transitional  system should be 
gradually abolished as  from  1  Jan1t~J 1970  and  thct Gorman  farmers  should 
receive  ~e.s  from  thc.t .date  asoiste.nce  ru:10unting to 1.  7  thousand million DM 
c.:mnually  for 4  ycu.rs  .e.s  compensation for  their loss of income.  The 
European Agricultural Guidance  and  Guarantee  Fund  participated in the 
financing of this Rssistance  on a  phased reduction basis,  viz.  90  million u.a. 
(1  u.a. = DM  3.66)  the.· first year,  60 million u.a.  under the  1972  Budget 
end  30  million u.a.  under  the  1973  Budget.  'l
1hc  Federal Republic 
compensated  the  annu~l reductions in Community  aid Qy  me~s of  str~ctural or 
soCial measures  and  by  enc.blin.g fn.rmers  to :retain part of the  VAT  included 
in· the ·selling· prices of agricultural ,roduc'ts. Pf. 
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III.  D!STl.iTI.BAJ:TCES  ·IN  fJ. 1HE  IlJTERNATION.t'lL  lfONETARY  SYSTEM,  · 
APPEARJJTCE  OF  VARIABLE  CO:MPElifSATORY  Ali!Ot)NTS 
·(~ee Fig.  1) 
Until recently all Member  States of the  DJJF  followed the rules laid dmm 
in the  Bretto~1 vloods  Agreements  and  observed the me..ximum  margin of . 
f1  uctuation ·of  1%  above  and  below the ·parity of  thei:!:'  currencies. 
As  vJe  have  seen above,  however,  the first breach was  made  by 'the Fecieral 
Republic  of Germany  during the four weeks  from  28  September to 
24  October 1969.  After suspending Bundesbank intervention on the 
exchange market  e..nd  allmdng the exchange-rates of the German  mark to 
'  .  ' 
float on the market,  the German  Goverr.ment  had first of _a.ll  introduced 
compem::atory  taxes  on imports  and  subsic.ies  on exports.  At  the 
Commission  1 s  request,  it had to  abolish that  system  and to be  ~a-tisfied 
with  su~pendi11g,  if necessary,  the  importation of· a  certain number  of 
products...  .Then,  after the Council  of  Nini~ters .had decided unanimously 
at its meeting in Brussels e.g?-inst  the floating exchange-.:.rate  syste.m, 
which  ,,~as  held to be  incompatible with the  Cornman  l4arket,  the German 
Government  had.  again been authorized to levy taxes  on  imports  ~p to  a 
maximum-of  5%  of the purchase price or intervention price of agriculture1 
products;  it was forbidden,  ho1v-ever,  to grant  export  sub:Jidies •.  It'' 
t;;as  not until 24  October that the Federal GoV'e'rnment  fixed the 
new  DIVI  parity,  vrhich  brought  the German  currehc;tr  u.11i t  back into the 
Bretton Hoods  system. 
Despi  to the concern to  ~vhich thif.'l  monetary ·situation had  given rise,  i.t 
was generally recognized that it h~  ·been of a  very temporarY nature. 
A more  serious situation was  the 1971  crisis;  the· dollar was  in 
difficulties,  and its ups  and  dovms  affected countries with  str·ong 
currencies_ (Federal_ Republic of 'Germany,. Netherland;s)  and  countries l'l'ith 
1-veak:.  C'tJrrencict?  (United Kingdom,  Italy,  etc.)  alilce. 
are worth recalling. 
The  main  events - 10- X/309/64-E 
The  inflow of dollars in tho Fodera.l  Republic forced the Federal  :&.'\l'lk  on 
28  April  1971  to  suspend its dolla.r  supp<?rt  buying on  t.he  for~·Tard  exchange 
market.  On  5 Jltley  the Federal  Republic,  Belg~um and .the Netherlands 
closed their exchange markets.  On  9 May  the Federal  Republic  and the 
Netherlands  introduced floating  ex~Jhange rates;  the Ministers of Finance 
of the Six,  while declaring this system to be  incompatible 'ldth tho 
proper functioning of  the  Common  Market,  noted that  certa-in lVIGIDber  St.ates 
could not  avoid widening the margins of fluctuation for the  exchange-
rates of 'their cur1·encies in relation ·i;o  their declared  p~rities. 
A system of  compensatory  amounts  t-tas  instituted for  agrioultur<'l1  products 
subject to the  common  orgcrnization of  the. ma.rket1  (Regni.ation of 
12  Mey  1971).  Its  appli~ation was  extended  as  from  27  August  to include 
the Benelux countries  and  Italy whent  as  a  result of the suspension of 
the dollar's convertibility on 15  August  1971  and the introduction of a 
1  o%  import  surcharge in the  USA,  they  in  ·~heir turn a.rmounced  that they 
were forced to  abandon their margins of fluctuation l'ti  th respect to the 
declared gold and dollar parities of their-currencies. 
The  compensatory  amounts varied with the  exchange-rate  flu~tuations on 
the financial ma.rket.  This  system,  which is still in force,  will be 
analyzed in more detail  belot~t  (see Appendix I). 
IJ.,he  monetary  agreements reached in Hashington on 19  December  1971  Cl.!ld 
knot-m  as the Smi thson{an Agree::nont  embody· certe.in basic prin'ciples which 
l-rill  remain·  \ra:lid until  such time  e,s  the intcrnatio'nal monetary system· 
is restructured,  cancelling and replacing the Bretton Hoods  Agreements. 
'  .  '·:  .  .  '  .  .  . 
Let  us recall the main lines. 
The  United States cancelled. the 1o%  impo;rt  surcharge,  but did not 
reintroduce the convertibility of the dollar against gold,  which harl been 
suspended on  15  August  1971. 
1sectors subject to  compensatory  amounts:  cereals  and rice,  sugar,  beef 
and  veal,  pigmeat,  poultry,  eggs,  milk products,  wine,  tobacco  and olive 
oil. . 
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There was  a  general  restTUcturing of exchange-!rates,  including notably 
. a  7.89%  devaluation of the dollar in relation to  gold1  a  1%  deval.uation 
of the Italian lira,  a  1.03%  devaluation of the  Danish krone:,  a  4.61% 
revaluation of the  DM  and  a  2.6% revaluation of the Belgian  fr~c and 
the .guilder.  ~ne pound  sterling and the French-franc  remaine~ unchanged. 
But.the European countries did not declare new  "parities" to
1the 
International Monetary Fund.  Tho  exchcnge-rate  changes  just mentioned 
do  not  in fact relate  ~to  amounts  of gold,  but to "central" or "pivot" 
rates in relation to the dollar,  <td th respect to which countries must 
endeavour to keep the maximum  margin of fluctuation vrithin 2.25%.  The 
maximum  spread at  2ny  given moment  for  spot-rate transactions between the 
currencies with the highest  appreciation and the greatest depreciation 
'with respect to  the dollar con therefore amotmt  to 4.  so%. 
On  7 r,rarch  1972  the Council  of Einisters decided that I<Iember  States. must 
limit to  2.25% the maximum  margin of fluctuation between the  exchange-
rates for the Common  Market  currencies  showing the greatest  appreciation 
and the greatest depreciation.  Any  intervention required on the part 
of the c·entral  banks  of MG!Tlber  States was  to be rned.e  solely in the 
currencies of Community  countries.  This  system· was  knom1  as tho "snake 
in the tunneln,  a  concept  which is illustrated in Fig.  II below  •. .Fig.· II 
':-,  .. 
! 
! 
·-ll.a-· 
THE  "SNAKE  IN THE  TUNNEL"  · 
·(simplified) 
SMITHONIAN  AGREEMENT 
'(  .· 
I Floating introduced  ',_!;fre,  Ff:  --
- · I~imum margin of fluctuation of ."fixedn 
currencies inside  the Community  "snake" 
(DM,  guilder, ·krone,  Belgian Franc) 
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Since that time there have  been various further upheavals  on the money 
market;  the US  dollar·wr-ts  e>..gain  devalued  by  1af,  on 12  Februnry 1973; 
the 'pound  sterling c:nd  the lil'a l:cwe  been  unal:.le  since 23  June  1_972  and 
February 1973  respectively to remain  witbini;he "snal.:.:e";  the German  mark 
has  be8n revalued twice  (on  11  March  and  29  June  1973)  and the Dutch 
guilder on.ce  (17  September 1973),  not  in relation to the dollar or to 
the central rates of the other currencies,  but  in rele>.tion to ·the special 
. dra~-Jing rights (credit tra.nches)  of the International Monetary Fund. 
Finally,  the  ~)rench franc has been floating for six months  since 
19  Ja.l).uary  1974. 
It should be mentioned that by  having recourse to tho legal poii?-t  that 
no  "parity" has  been declared to the ;I:nternational Monetary Fu.'1d,  the 
Community  he.s. not  had to  examine  the  cha.l')ge  in the value of the unit of 
account.  Member  States maintain the fict5.on that pe.ri  ties arc the  same 
as they 1-<ere  prior to  the Smithsonian Agreement;  for  example,  the German 
mark is held still to be worth 0.273224 u.a.  (or 1 Uca.  ==  m·r  3.66)" 
Only  Ita.ly has  decle.red  a  neio-7  value for r.er  currency in terms  of units 
of account  (see page 14 belovJ). 
(b)  Adjustm£.:r.:.::L2f.  compensatory  amounts 
1 
Created in August  1969,  adopted  by all Member  S~e,tes on 11  May  1971  , 
given general  application on  3 January  1972  and modified at  the beginning 
of J1me  1973 to take into  account  the fact that  th~ currencies of Nember 
States had ceased to be measured in relation to the  US  dollar,  the  system 
of  compensatory  amo1mts  is designed to permit  tradE:l  in a.gricul tural 
products to take place freely,  without  allowing monetary fluctuations 
to endanger the principles of the singleness of Community  prices  and 
the free movement  of products. 
1we  i'Jould  recall that when  in May  1971  the International .Monetary Fund 
recorded  -~he new  excha.nge-ra  .  .tes for the dollar and European  currencies, 
levies on  imports of agricultural products  from  non-member  countries 
-vwre  increased  so that the prices of  imported products remained in line 
trii th the threshold pri  ccs  (see Issue No  2,  ''L' orgenisation des marches"). - 13  - X/389/74-E 
'  /  \ 
I~  should be  added  that on  19. September  1973 the'Council of l:iinisters of 
the EEC. simplified the procedure. described  e.,.bove  i:t).  order .to  allm-r  any 
nc.cessa:cy  measures to be taken rapidly.  Henceforth,  if monetary 
practices  of an  exceptional nature  (for example,  tho floating of.a 
currency)  are ·such. as  to  jeopardize the  imp~ementation of the Common 
Agricult1ITal  Policy,  then not only the Council,  acting by  a  qualified 
majority on  a  proposal  from  the Commission,  but  also. the Com.rnission  itself, 
within the framework  of its o1,rn  activities (see Issue No  3,  "La gestion 
des marches"),  mey,  after consulting the lilonetary. Committee,  take measures 
.in derogation of the regulation defining the value of the unit of account 
(for exaniple,  it may  change  the compensatory  runounts).  1. 
Finally, it should be noted that,  like other measures of .the Common 
Agricultural Policy,  compensatory amounts  are chargeable to the ~.GGF  • 
.  The  system  of c01;1pensatorJ  amounts  is not  applicable to  intra-Benelux 
trade nor to  certain  agricultu~al products (fruit and  vegetables,  notably 
oleaginous ones)'. 
As  six .MGillber  States decided to provide mutual  support  in order to keep 
their exchange-rates 1..ri thin a  spread of 2.25%  (Germany,  Benelux,. France 
until 19  January 1974  and  Denmark),·the stability of exchange-rates has 
allowed the introduction of fixed ·compensatory amounts  between the 
countries concerned.  For this purpose,  account. is taken of the gap. 
between the central  (or pivot) rates of the currencies of each State and 
the parity (equivalcntweight  in gold)  decle.red to the International 
Monetary Fund.  These  gaps  are  2o7%  for the Benelux  countries,  7.2%  for 
.the Federal  Republic of Germany  and  0  for France,  which  neith~r revalued 
nor devalued i t,s  currency at the .time  of the Smithsonian. Agreement • 
.  To  deJc ermine  the value of the compensatory  amount  applicable to ·each 
product,  this percentage is multiplied by the intervention price of the - 14'~  X/389/74-E. 
product  concernedi  the sum  arrived at is then expressed in units of 
account· at the  IMF  parity (one unit of  account is equivalent to 50  Belgien 
francs,  7.57831  Danish kronor,  ll'li  3.66,  5·55419  French francs,  0.462023 
British or Irish pounds  sterling,  3-44353  Dutch guilders or, ·since 
1  January 1974,  678  Italian lire). 
As  Denmark  has not  declared any  change in the parity of its currency to 
the  DIF  since the Smithsonian Agreement,  it neither levies nor peys 
monetary  compensatory  amounts. 
Those  countries '-1hich  have revalued their currencies in relntion to  t.he . 
IMF  parity ( Gemany,  Benelux)  levy compensatory  3lllounts  on  imports  end 
pey  compensatory  amounts  on·exports • 
.ArJy  countries whose  currencies were devalued in relation to  the  IMF 
parity would grant  compensatory  amounts  on imports  and  cha,rge  compcnsntory 
amou..11.ts  on  exports. 
- IVIernbcr  States with flo2.ting currencies 
For the United Kingdom,  Ireland,  Italy and,  since 21  January 1974, 
France,  the .currencies of which are floating in relation to  the other 
'  •' 
European'currencics,  the rate (a percentage of monetary depreciation) 
permitting the  determin~tion of  compensato~J amounts  is calculated not 
for the whole marketing year,  but for  each week,  as  a  function of the 
exchange-rate fluctuations  occurring on the market,  ignoring differences 
'  .  '  ' 
of less than 1%.  In other '1-·rords,  e?.ch  week  a  calculation is made  on 
the bHsis of.the exchange-rate movements,  and the  compensatory·runounts 
are readjusted Hhl;lnever  the percentage  chc-..nge·  from  one week  to  another 
exceeds  1%. 
The  re,te is the arithmetical meen  of the disparities between the currency 
concerned  t:md  the four  stable currencies  inside the "snaken.  For 
exrunple,  during the vwek  of 14  to 18  M~y 1973  thc  exch1mge-rate disparity 
for the lira was  as follows: 15.:-
16.7f3%.in relation to  the Belgian frenc, 
15.81% in relation to the Danish krone,  and 
15.01% in relation to the Dutch guilder. 
As  the  aritr~otical mean  was  established at  15~95%,  a  meru1  rate rcunded 
off to  16%  \·;as  ~opted.  It was  therefore this  ainoUn.t  of 16%  of the· 
intervention price for cereals,  for  example,  t-rhich  was  granted to Iteiian · 
importers or levied in order to increase the.pr,ice of exports  from  Italy 
by  1-1ay  of variable  compensatory  mnounts for t.rade ·carried out or 
commercial  contracts  concluded during the week  concerne~. 
A similar  procedt~e is applied in·the case.of ~he United Kingdom  and 
Ireland.  However,  as' these  two  countries have·not yet aligned their 
prices with those obtaining in the original  Commoh  MD.rkot  (the Six),  the 
monetary'compensatory' amounts·are  added to or subtracted from  "accession" 
compensatory  amounts  (see Issue ]ITo  4,  "L' agriculture et 1'  8la.rgisnement"). 
The  complexity of the  syst~  · and the frequency  of the. adjustments  nece:~sary 
led to administrative difficulties iri  Italy,  as  a  result  of which that  .  ' 
country. requested to  be freed temporarily from paying compensatory amounts 
to its importers"  .  Until  15  January  1974  tlv3refore it was  the exporting 
.  .  '  .  -
country  (France,  for  example)  which ]1-r.d  the task of paying the compensation 
in questj:on,  '1-Jhich  can be .viewed  in this  cc.se ,as  a  measure to assist 
.  .  ·,,  ,.  .  ,.,.  '  '  . 
exports~.allowing the  exported products to be sold at  a  competitive 
price on  the market. of the  countx-y which had ·devalued its currency. 
- Trade 'tvi th third countries 
Levies on  imported agricultural products  from  countries not  members  of 
the Corrimuni ty and  export  refunds  a.re  also  affected by  tvm  types of 
compensatory  rupounts  ..  ·· 
For countries whose  currencies are floating jointly inside the "snake"  and 
whos~ currencies have  exchGnge-rates differing from their  IMF  parities 
( Germcu;y,  Belgium,  tha Netherlands  and,  Lw~embourg) a  single fixed X/389/14-E 
coefficient is appliedi  it is 0.928  (1-7.2o%)  in the case of the Federal 
Republic of Germany  n.nd  0.937  (1-2.7%)  in that ·of Benelux. 
For  example,  a  Community  refund of 100  u.a.  gives for the Federal  Republic: 
1 00 x  3.  66  ( TI<lF  parity of  Il1)  :::  Dl:  366,  corrected· by the monetary 
coefficient.,  i.e., 366  x  0.928  =  IM  399  refund granted to the German 
eJ<:porter. 
As  v-:e  he.:ve  already  SGen,  Denmark,  whose  currency keeps to the parity 
dacle..red to the  UIF,  neither grants nor levies monetary  compensatory 
amounts. 
In the case of the United  Ki~~om, Ireland,  Italy <ll1d  France,  whose 
currencies arc floating,  the  comp~'!lsatory.  amount.  is c.::tlculnted  each ;,reek, 
applying to the levies and refunds monetary.coefficients fixed-with 
reference to the exchange-rate differences,  the procedure for which has 
already been described  abov.e. 
In countries 111hose  cUrrencies  are floating below their pari  ties (United 
Kingdom,  Ireland,  Italy and France),  the compensatory amount  payable on 
imports  e,cts  in the  same  wey  as  a  reduction in the prices of imports 
expressed in, national  currency or as  a  tax increasing the prices of 
exports.  Ip o'rder to prevent monetary  COffiJ?~nsa.tory omounts  from  being 
transformed into  import  or export  subsidies,  it ~-vas  decided that  they 
'  •,  .  '  .  . 
mey  in no  case  exceed either ·the levies or tho reftmdsj  ti1is is e.chieved 
by  a  process of equalization thr·ough offsetting. 
Further,  in order to  comply Hi  th ,Commu.Yli ty preference,  the total fiscal 
'  .  ~  .. 
charges  on an  ag:.."'icul tural product  _imported  by  one Memper  State from 
another may  in no  case  exceed the total fiscal  charges  on  goo1s  imported 
from  third countries. ''  - 17- '  X/389/74-E 
'· 
The French Government  decided on 19 -Janua;r-y  19'74- to  suspend provisionally 
for six months  the operation of the Exchange Stabilization Fund  designed 
to limit the maxim1..un  spread for spot-rate transactions  bet~-vee:n, the franc 
and other currencies to  a  specific  a';'!Ow'1t  (2.25% or 4.5o%)  - L1  other 
words  1  . to  allovJ the franc to float  o 
Community  Regulations 974/71  and 1463/73  (cf.  above)  are applicable 
1>li thout  derogation~  For the six months  from  1  January  1974~ therefore, 
the French  fr'=l:nc  takes its plMe with the Italian lira c,nd  the pu1md 
.  ' 
sterling among  the currencies floating below thair official parity. 
Variable  componsdory monetary  an:ounts  are calculated each Neek .on tte 
basis of  thG  exchange-rates obtaining on the me).rlcet.  During the first 
Y.leek  of floating tho drop in the rate for the fra..1c,  for  example,  was 
5.5%  (21-25  January 1974) o 
In the case of French agricultural trade with third countries the rate 
expressed. in francs for reftmds  and  levies wns  therefore initially 
increased by  5.5%  ('~oJhich  in practice meant  mul tiplyiflg the value of the 
levy or refund by  a  coefficient  of 1.055). 
The monetary  compensatory  runotmt  (calculated e.t  the rate of  5o5%' on tf.\c 
basis .of the Prench intervention prices) Nas  deducted from  the refunds 
gr~rrted on exports  ~-rher·3  applical'le. 
In the  cas0 of intra-Community trade,  the customs levjed monetary 
compensa:tory  amo1m·i:;s  at the rate of  5-5%  on French  exports to the 
Federal  Republic of Germany,  Italy and  Benelux. 
The  compcns~tory amoU11ts  wore  introduced on  28  January 1974.  But  at 
the request of those  concerned,  they  co·uld  be applied retroactively from 
21  January if they related _to  ir.1ports  of agricultural  proclucts  into 
France. - 18-
In principle,  contracts in the course of implementation which had been· 
concluded before  19  January  should be  exempt  from  moneta_7  compensatory 
amounts.  In order to  avoid any  speculation,  hmwvor,  each case was 
cxe.mined  separately as to its admissibility,  and  so far no  exemptions 
have been grantod. 
In the caso of French exports to the United Kingdom  the nmonetary:•  mnount 
was. offset (i.e., cancelled)  by  the accession  amount  granted to the 
United Kingdom,  the monetary  amount  to be levied on  exports from France 
(and transferred to the E.'l.GGF)  being in fo.ct  lower  tha.11  the e.ccession 
amount  to  pe  e;ranted to  th€:·  United Kingdom  (and therefore to be withdrawn. 
from  the EAGGF);  see Fig.  III below. .;..  18a- X/389/74-E 
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Figure III  .. 
OFFSETTING  OF  THE  MONETARY  AMOUNT  BY  THE  ACCESSION  COMPENSATORY  AMOUNT 
Further,  the principle  of equalization 
haa'  ~lso played a  part in ·trade· fn 
cereals.  .In fact,  as .the world  price 
exceeded.the  CommUnity  threshold price, 
no  import.levy was  imposed,  which 
Community  common 
preclUded the granting of a  compensatory amount 
on imports,  and  therefore also the .imposition. 
of a  levy on  exports.  As  no  monetary 
compensatory·amount  was  levied in trade with 
third countries,  no  levy on  intra-Community 
trade was  possible.  · -·  19  ·- X/.3fJ9/74-E 
IV.  THE  CONSEQL~CES OF  MONETARY  FLUCTUATIONS 
ON  THE  COMJI.fON  AGRICULTURAL  POLICY 
To  the  eYtent  that  each Member  Ste.tc has the sovGreign right to fi:x:  the 
value of its currency,  the monetary crisis could call into quest  ion the 
basic principles of the Common  Marlcet  (free movGment  ~f products .and 
servic8s 7  Community  proference and  customs  uniori).and.of the  Common 
·Agricultural  P~lic.r (singleness of markets,  Community  prefercnco·  a:r~d 
fina~cial solidarity)  • 
._  Fr8e !novement  of products  _.....,._,_;t."':  ..,.--.  .....  ...=.;;.,;;:.;;;.;;~ 
A-devaluation]  by increasing.the prices ofprod'.lcts  imported  into the 
country which has devalued and reducing,the prices of products which it 
exports  in ·relation to those  of other exp,orting co·untries,  alters the 
c9nditions  of competition  •.  Monetary compensatory amounts neutralize the 
effects of changes  in exchange-rates  as regards  intra-Community _and. 
extra-Commu.:nity trcuie .in agricultural products subject to 11\tropean. 
r~gulat  iono  They  therefore mclce  it_possible to ensure the free  movement 
of products while maintaining the  co~non price  system~ 
In fact the volume  of trade has  not  been affected to date by the  system of 
compensatory  amo~mts;  statistics bear this statemer-t  outo  It must  be 
recognized,  ho;v-e;rerf  that the aclministrative bur(ien t-vb.ich  the  ~;~ystem 
involvas  is proving more  and  more  troublesome for dealers,  part~cularly 
·since  the·  comJensatory amounts  became  variable because  of currency floats. 
We  have  discussed above  the measures  ta.lcen  to em:ure  th:at  the mechanisms 
used to correct monetary fluctuations  do not become  a  threat to  Comounity 
preference.  Nevertheless,  it ~~st be  conceded_th~t it·is not  the 
province  of  Common,  Agricu.ltural Policy to correct any errors \'Thich  ml.'l.y 
have  been made  in other.sectors of economic activity.  There  is a 
tend.ancy for a  certain de  facto solidarity to emerge  9etween co1].ntries, · 
'  i 
whether members  of the  EEC  or not,  whose  exchan~-rate fluctuatJons  can 
be kept  to a  minimum,  v1hereas  nnilateral floats  lead.ing to substantial 
f!. 
·changes  can only be partially made  good in the  long run.·  f ~ 20- X/339/74-E 
• §!_n_g_leness  of price.~ 
Figure  1  illustrates the first phase  of price alignment,  which  lasted 
from  the beginning of the transitional period  (1962) .until the first 
fixing or common  prices in the six original Member  States  (Germany,  France, 
Italy,  Belgium,  Luxembourg  ~~d the Netherlands)  on  1  July 1967 •.  ~iO 
Member  States  (France  and  Germany)  then changed their parities,  requestil'lg 
a  period of grace before realigning (1 August  1971)  with the  coD".mon.prices. 
December:  1971  (Smithsonian Agreement)  saw  the beginning of a  phase  of 
readjustments  and  monetary floats.;  Natio:nal prices fell out  of step with 
common  p~ices.  At  the beginning of 1974  the real gap  bridged by  the 
compensatory amounts  between prices in the  co~utry with the  currency 
showing the greatest appreciation  (Federal Republic  of Germany)  and.prices 
in the  country with the  currency  sho~·ring the greatest depreciation (Italy) 
had become  wider than the  gap  observed before the creation of the  Common· 
.  . 
~~rket between the highest national prices  (which at that time  were  those 
in Germany)  and the  lowest national prices  (as that time  in France)'. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Trade  relations betv;een  the  EEC  and  third countries 
The  importance which  the  United~States attaches to the agricultural aspect 
of the  ~~ltilateral negotiations taking place within the  framework  of 
GATT  is  common  lmov7ledge,  even if that  country is no  longer openly calling 
for the dismantling of .the  .. Common  .Agricultural  Policy of the  EEC  (see  Is~:ue 
No.  22-:23). 
However,  the United States,  which  in December  1971  agreed to abolish the 
lo%  irHport  surcharge  and  ~estructure exchange~ates in retur~ for the 
undertaking of Europe~ coimtries to open the negotiations,· has still not 
reintroduced the convertibility of the'dollar. ,....  21  -·  X/389/74-E 
'lhe  monetary crisis affords the United States·. an opp.ortunity to p~t 
pressure  on  the  Common  :Market  countries to open their doors wider to 
.American products at the  expense  of Community preference. 
'. 
-.  ~p~JAat..:~~i~l  tv.z:al  ma,L~J2!!1'Sl.ili  t, of Europe  in; 
,1£,~~~c:..i!?B. 
Even at the  time  of the negotiation of the  corm;non  prices for the 197 3/7  4 
marketing year,  a.'1.d  again for the 1974-75  market.ing year,  the. Commission.· 
in its proposals linked up  the  fixing of common  prices expressed in u.a  •. 
with steps towards  the abolition of  intra-Comnn..mity. compensatory amounts,. 
i.e.., purely agricultural negotiations l'lith considerations  founded  on  the 
I 
monetary situation. 
In its memorandum  to the  Cotmcil .on  the amendment  of Common  Agricultural.· 
.  ' 
Polic~ 7  the  Commission stressed that:  .  ~'.Since 1969,  ~gricul  ture  in the 
Community  ~as been suffering the  consequences  of the  l~ck of  a.mo~e~ary 
union between the Member  States.  The  single market,  achieved by means 
of common  prices denominated  in units  of account,  has been gredually 
disintegJ:ated lJecause  of the parity changes l'lhich have  since been made •••• 
The  splitting up  of the  single ma.rket  has damaging implications for 
agriculture  and the  economy  in general.  Commercial  operations  on  a 
fragmen·ted  mc;:.rket  are necessarily subject to very complicated 
administrative procedures,  and this is liable to affect prices and trade. 
'  .  . 
Moreover,  agriculture  is gradually being isolated from  the general 
economic  environment  emerging in the  countries concerned after the 
monetary changes,  a.nd  the result is distortions  of. competition betvJeen 
the agricultural systems  of the various  countries'  and betlveen 
agricul-tural products and between means  of production in agriculture. 
These distortions are unacceptable  in the  long run.  Specialization of 
p~oduction on  the basis of  optimum allocation of resources within the 
Community  is being considerably slowed down  as  a  result.  ••• 
Given  the prospects for the  implementation of the economic and:monetary 
union provided for  in the  Council's  Resolution of 22  March  1971  and 
confirmed at the  October  1972  Summit  Conference,  the  Commission takes  the -·  22  - X/309/74-E 
view that,  whatever else. is decided,  the  tmonetary'  compensatory amounts 
must  be  phased out .by  31  December  1977•" 
The  revaluation of the guilder by the  Netherlands  in 1973  (see  Appendix  II) 
and the  increase  in the unit  of account  ex9hange-rate for the lira by . 
Italy on  1  November  197 3 and again  on  l  January 1974  are  evidence  of the  ... 
effort made  to ensure  Community  solidarity.  The  latter is nonetheless 
subjected to the vagaries  of tlie  international exchange  market,  and the 
recent Unpegging of the rate for the French franc underlines  the 
dif-ficulties still to be  overcome  before normal  conditions  can be 
restored in the  common  agricultural market. 
It is true to  s~, however,  that whatever the difficulties experienced 
by operators,  the  system of monetary compensatory amounts  has  made  it 
possible to safeguard'the principal Community  gain in the agricultural 
sector,  i.e~ respect for the principles of the singleness  of prices,  the 
·tree movement  ~f products  a~d the financial solidarity of Member  States. '  .,.  23 .~ 
•  .  .',- ..  .  •  •  •.  l  ~·!  ' 
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..  Exports  from/tc>  I .  ·  Fed. Hep.  of Germany·  Benelux  1  France 
! 
L------------~J----------------~.--------------~--------------- ~  1  . 
JF:-~do; Rep.  of G€rinany 
l· 
f. 
~ 
lFedo  Rep.  of Germanyj 
I  l 
~grants a  fixed  com- j 
~~ensatory amount  of. I 
i 12  .. 03%  .  . 
,  ...................... . 
!Benelux levies a 
I· 
~fixed compensatory 
I  .<>  •• 
; 
jamount 
I 
l 
of 2.7% 
Fe~Rep. of Germany 
grants  a  fixed  com-
pensatory amount  of  .  .  . 
12.03% 
oo•ooeoo••••ooeoo•o 
I 
France  levies a  varia~)J ''·; 
comp~nsatory amount, 
reduced where  appli<?abJ..:. 
by . the  offset  amoun-t-2  ' 
"  :!~...;.~-------·----!---------..  .. -----....r-----...... ------oi-o-----------~  •;·.:: 
I 
~~~;nelux  Benelux grants a  fixed 
compensatory amount  of 
2  .. 7%  l 
Benelux grants a  fixed 
compensatory amount  of 
2.  7%  ·, 
I  ~·····~··············· I 
I  Fed.  Rep.  of Germany  ~  France grants a  variable!. 
'  I  .  1  levies  a  fixed 
1 
compensatory amount,  ~ 
·~  Cop1pensatory amount  1  reduced where  applicabJ./:} 
j  or' 12.03%  !  ·  ·by the offset aniouirf 
l··'"·------·-----.,...j..:~  I  ... 1-·------------·~···:: 
f":··~mce  ~~  France  l~v~es  ~ v:ariabJe1 Fral'l:ce  levies a  ! 
compensatory amount  variable  compensntar,y! 
I  !amount 
i  l  I  ooooooaooooooeooooooooo;ooooooooooooooooooo 
j· Fed  ..  Rep.  of Germa.ny  i  Benelux levies a 
i  levies a  fixed..  ,. fixed compensatory 
I  compensatory amount  :
1 amount  of 2.  7% 
of 12.03% 
·~~"  ~, __  ..... ____________________  , ________________  ........ _______  .....,_.~,,._  ... 
-~ zports from/to 
. l 
I 
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France 
----------~---------------~~-----------+-----------')U~"'-~ 
Denmark  0.  Denmark  0 
•••o•••••••••••••••••  ••••••••••••.•••••o• 
Benelux levies a  Fed.  Rep.  of Germany 
-~·  ,j•.  •  •  . 
levies  a  fixed  fixed  compensatory 
. comp~nsatory amount  of.  amount  of 2.7%  and 
12.03% and applies a  .  applies  a  fixed 
fixed coefficient  of  I  coefficient of 
0.8797  to the accession  0.973 to the  access-
compensatory amount  ion compensatory 
amount 
..  Denmark· 0  ! 
I 
I 
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I  1 
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variable compensatory  I  variable  compensat<ry  compensatory amount  l 
amount  I amou.'lt  '·  t 
••••o••••••••••o•••••  I  ................... .  •••••••••••••••••••••o• 
I 
Fed.  Rep.  of Germany  I Benelux  levies a  France  levies a  varia:::.::.·-
I .  levies  a  fixed  fixed  compensator~.  compensatory amount, 
compensatory amount  of  amount  of 2.  7%  reU.uced  where  applica':·.l--:  ~ 
I  2  '  12.03%  by the offset amount  ·.  l 
I
.  I  6 
--------------~·-----------------------~-----------------1~-------·-----------~·=-t 
rK/Irela.nd  i 
I 
! 
t 
i 
I  ... -r 
~ 
llie  UK  and Ire  land 
levy variable 
compensatory amounts 
The  UK  a.nd  Ireland 
levy variable 
The  UK  and Ireland lev7  ·.: 
1; 
variable  compe~sat?ry  , 
o••••••o••••••o•••o• 
Fed.  Rep.  of Germany 
levies a  fix~d 
compensatory amount  of 
12.03% and applies a 
1  compensatc.i."Y  amounts  amounts 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOGOO~OO  eooooOOOOO~OOO.OOOOOO'e~ 
Benelux levies  a.  France  gran·ts  a.  varia.bJ 2 
fixed  cornpen~atory 
i  . 
1amount  of  2.7% and' 
l applies  a  fixed 
l 
.compensatory amount, 
reduced where  applicabJ.·  .. · 
by the  offset amount2 
fixed coefficient of  !coefficient of 
1  0.8797 to the accessicn!0.973 to the 
! 
! accession  I 
·--~·~ompensatory amount  . 
l 
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·ariable compensatory 
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)enmark  0 
France  levies a  France  levies a 
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ITALY  l  UK,  IRELAND  THIRD  COUUTRIES 
I  ' 
-~-------...,;  ______  , __  ....;...;.....;_ __  u4  __________  _,1--_________  ...,_0·,.i 
:1-:mmark.O  Italy grants a  variable I UK  and  Ireland 
compensatory am<?unt  and,.  grant variable 
applies  a  variable  compensatory 
coefficient to the  amounts  and apply 
levies1
o  Where  a  variable 
applicable,  Italy 
applies the offset 
amount. 
coefficient to 
the levies1• 
~ I Where  applicable,._ 
f
. UK  and  Ire  land 
apply the offset 
I 
/  amount
2 
1 
,:  : 
1world market  data· serving as a  basis for the  calculation of .levies on  imports  from third 
.  co1.~tries wili be  converted into u.a.  on  the oasis or actual exchange-rates.  •  .. 
2ln order to prevent  compensatory amounts  from exceeding the -levies applied to  imports  fr(YJ:. 
th~rd countrieso 
·?,  ' 
·France applies a  variable coefficient to accession compensatory amounts. 
Source:  Commission  of the  ~'opean Communities,  Spokesman  Group: 
I 
'  l 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX  II 
REVALUATION  OF  THE  GUILDER:  THE  NETHERLANDS'.PROVIDES 
AN  EXAMPLE  OF  A REVALUATION  ·WITHOUT·ALTERATION  OF  .THE 
COMPENSATORY  A:HOUNTS' 
Being unable  to keep  the  guilder within the  famous  monetary 
11snake", 
1  . 
the  Netherlands  decided,  after consulting_its Benelux partners  ,  to 
.. 
revalue its currency by  5%  on  17 September 1973.  As  Belgium;  for its 
.  . 
part,  had  decided  to  keep  the purity of its currency unchanged,  the 
application of  the  new  Community  rules  ( cf.  revaluation o'f  the  DH) 
would  have  entailed a  5%  increase_in compensatory  amounts  in trade 
with all Member  States and,  above  all,  the  application of compen~atory 
amounts  in intra-Benelux  trade,  which had  not  up  to  that  time  been. 
subject  to it.  In order  to avoid  these  consequences  the  Netherl~nds 
preferred to revert to  the  old Community  rules,  which provided that 
any  revaluation mustbe  accompanied  with a  reduction in the  internal 
agricultural prices  by  the  same  percentage.  It was,  of course, 
necessary  to provide  for.fair  compensation for  Netherlands  farmers 
'. 
adversely affected-by  what  was  certainly a  courageous  measure. 
The  system  which will  be  introduced is as  follows: 
the rate of  VAT  at whicJl:  the  Netherlands .farmer shall be  authorized 
to  invoice his  customers  (in compensation for  the  VAT  which  farmers 
pay  indirectly in their purchases  of  equipment,  raw material,  etc.) 
will be  raised  from  4.25%  .(present rate)  to 6.25%i 
purchasers  of agricultural products  may  reclaim  the  additional 
2%  from  the  State in order  to  obviate repercussions  on  consumer 
prices; 
-----·-----
1In an official  communique.  the Comnission  expressed regre(that the 
Netherlands  authoriti8s had  not  first sought  an  exchange  8f views 
with the authorities of Member  States  a1;1d  with the  Commis~ion in the 
api·ri  t  9f the  standing procedures  designed to achieve  economic  and 
monetary union. - '30 -·  X/389/?Lr-E 
~_..,.w  ......  I;,;;.X;,;;;,I;;o.I · 
this measure  ~,olill  be  authorized for  a  period of six monthso  The 
cost  to  the State will  be  120 million guilderso  The  European 
Agricultural Guidance  and Guarantee  Fund  will assume  15%  for its 
account,  i.e. 5  million .uoa.  (the. European Parliament s.till has  to 
present its views  on  this  commitment  by  the Fund  before  a  final 
decision is taken by  the Council). 
It should be  added  that  the  question is to  be  re-.examined both wi thill 
the  Netherlands  and  by  the  Community  (participation of  the  Fund) 
before 1  April,  as  far  as  the 1974/75  marketing year is concerned. ~ 31  - X/389/74-E 
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V~.I  ..  UVl'IV.UV..A...:CAL  LIST  CF  THE  MAJ:N  MONETARY  EVENTS 
AND  EXAI1PLES  OF  THEIR ~EFFECTS  ON . THE  PRICE  OF  ·cOHMON  WHEAT  '  .· 
<' 
(fr:::>m  8  August  1969  to  19 January -1974) 
(see  Table 1) 
··For  tha  sake of simpl:l.fi.::ation,  we  s:.all  examine  only ·tl:-e  case  of. 
German, , French and  Italian prices,  taking as  an  example  the  t.arget 
price of  common  wheat. 
8  ~-'-~J~.U.1..t  }}6~:  Devaluation of  the  fraric  (the  gold· parity of the 
franc ·falls  from  180 to 160 mg  ·of  fine ·gold).·  · 
The  value in francs  of tho unit of account  increases  from  F  4~93706 
to  F  5.55419.  The  French target price  (i0.625 u.a./quintal) ·should 
in the  circumstances  be  increased  from  F  52.45/quintal  (l0~625 X .4.93706) 
to  F  59.01/quinto.l  (10.625  x  5.55419).  It remains  at F  52.45/quintal, 
and  a  "compensatory  amount"  bridges  the  gap. 
~·  ~  ..  : 
. ' 
27  Octobe~ 1969:  ·11Schiller" revaluation of 8.5%. 
.~.~~......,.._  •  ...__..,._,,....,_...._.....-=...-
The  unit of account. falls  from  DM  4  to 3.66;  the  DM,  which  'v·tas  worth 
F  1.3885475,  rises  to  F  1.51753825. 
The  German  target pric·e, ·which  was  DM  42·.50/quintal  (10.625  x  4) 
should,  according to  the  rules,  drop  to  (10.625  x  3.66)  =  DM  38.89/quintal. 
But  the Federal  Republic  maintains  an  unchanged  DM  price," which at the 
t  42.50  1  6  I  .  1  new  ra-1::8  of  exchange  works  out  a  ~ 66 
=  1  •  12 u.a.  qu~ni;a  • 
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France  goes  some  of  the  waytowards  catching up  the  .;ommon  price 
(unchanged at 10.625 u.a./quintal)  by  fixing its target price at 
F  54.03/quintal,  equivalent at the new  exchange-rate  for  the  franc  to 
54•03  9  7-7  I  ·  tal  --·---- =  •  ~  u.a.  qu1n  • 
5-55419 
The  Federal  Republix requests  that it be  allowed  to keep  ~ts target 
price unchanged until December,  and  then until  the new  marketing year. 
The  DM  floats;  As  the Federal  Republic  does  not  change  the  price 
expressed in DM,  the  compen~atory ~ounts are calculated every  week 
(in other words  they become  variable)  and are related to  the difference 
between the  exchange  rate  and  the  ol.d  DH/dollar Ilarity. 
·.  ~t·'-19-?.:1;; 
The  Fede1•al  Republic  "catches upi'  with the  common'  price,  \'rhich  was 
raised to 10.944 u.a./quintal =  10.944 u.a.  x  3.66 =  DM  40.05/quintal, 
the German  tn.rget price.  The  loss in revenue  ~o  the German  farmer 
from  the  lowering  of the  target price is more  o~ less compensated  by 
.:. 'restitutidn of the  VAT. 
As  the  DM  is still floating,  a  monetary  compensatory  amount  continues 
to  be  calculated eaGh  week  as  a  function of the  exchange-rates. 
Ten  per cent surcharge;  suspension of  the  convertibility of the 
US  dollar· with  ~spect to gold. 33  -
21  December  1971  (Smithsonian Agreement). 
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Various  European  countries  and  Japan negotiatein Washington  an 
adjustment  of  the parities of their currencies in relation to  the 
dollal:',  which itself has  been devalued  by  7  .. 89~6..  The  DM  is revalued 
by  4.61%,  but  the Federal  Republic  does  not declare  any  parity to 
the  IMF.;  Officially,  the German  target price is therefore  converted 
into  DM  at the  official rate of 3 .. 66  u .. a.  to  the  DM,  and  therefore· 
rema~ns a.t 10..944  :x: 3 .. 66  :::  DM'  40o05/quintaL: 
The  franc  retains its parity of F  5-55419 per unit of account  .. 
If the  new·  central rate  for  the  DM  in relation to  the  frru1c 
(DM  100 =  F  158.749)  is compared  with the  value  of the unit of. account 
expressed in francs; it is found  that· the German  target price should 
5-55419  be 10.944  X  i.5B.749,  or  DM  38o28/quin~al  .. · 
The  German  target price of  DM  40.050 corresponds  on  the basis of the 
above  calculation method  to  a  price in units of account of' 
.  1.58749 
40.05  x 5.55419  = 11.47 u.a./quiil.taL 
_A  compensatory  amount  bridges  the' gap  between ·this and  the  common· 
price of 10.944 u .. a./quintal. 
The  lira is dev:ilued  by  1%..  A gap  develops ·between  the  common  price 
and  the Italian pr-ice,  which  drops  to 10  .. 824  u .. ·a../quintal. 
The  common  target price is raised to 11J.80 u .. a .. /tonne..  France  aligns 
its price with  the  common  price.·  ·In the .case  of Germany,  ~he target 
- - ~ 
price calcu-lated with reference  to centr-al rates should b.cf 
DM  39.82/quintal  ..  ·  Still basing itself on  the  fiction  that~one unit  c X/389/7L~-E 
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of account is equivalent  to  DM  3.66,  Germany  fixes  its_ target price 
at  DM  41.65/quintal  and  introduces new  compensatory  amounts.  The 
Italian pr~ce is unpegged  from  the  common  price in a  simil~r way. 
A new  revaluation of  the  DM  by  3%  is carried out,  not  in relation to 
the  dol·lar or to  the  central rates of other currencies  (which in 
many  cases are  floating),  but in relation to  the  special drawing 
rights with the  International Monetary  Fund. 
The  central rate  for  the German  mark  th0refore works  out at 
DM  100  ~ F  163.5.0971  (the French franc  keeps  the  same  parity). 
The  German  target price,  which sh?uld fall  to  DM  38.66/quintal,  is 
maintained at m1  41.65/quintal,  and  the  monetary  compensatory  amounts 
are raised yet again. 
The  DM  i_s  again revalued,  by  5 .. 5%,  in relation to special  drawing 
rights.  Payment  equivalent to  DM  100 now  amounts  to  F  172.502 
·' 
(calculated on  the basis of the  central rates). 
The  German  target price,  which  should fall  to  DM  36.64 in.order to 
institute  ~lignment with.the  common  price,  is maintained at  DM  41.65. 
Once  more  the  compensatory  amounts  are  increased. 
The  new  pric~ for the marketing year is to  be 114.94  _u~a./tonn~,  or;  . 
.  , 
'F  63 .. 84/qui~tal.  At  the  new_  ~ate of exchange  for  the  DM  (on- the basis 
of, the  old central rates)  the' (}erman  target price should be  f~xed at. 
DM  37.0l/quintal.  Germany,  however,  maintains  the  fiction of a 35  - X/389/74.;.E 
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parity of 1  u.a. =  DM  3.66,  so  that the German  target price  becomes 
DM  42.06/quintal,  or the  equivalent of 130.63 u.a.  in real -terms. 
Obviously,  it is difficult to  make  German  farmers  bear the  successive 
reductions  in guaranteed prices which should result  from  the  DM  , 
revaluatiQns,  but  the  monetary  manipulations  cause  distortion of the 
common  price  systein  to  such an extent that  the  gap  beh•een national 
prices is greater than it was  in 1962/63. 
The  rate for  the  conversion of the lira into units of account is 
changed  from  0.16 u.a.  per 100 lire to  0.153846  u.a.  on.·l  November  19?~ 
and  subsequently,  on  :).  Janual'y 197L:-,  to  0.147493 lire  (or 678 lire 
per unit of account).  The  new·Italian price  for  the year  becomes 
114.94 u •. a ..  x  678  = 77.929 lire as  from  that  Q.at~. 
At  the  going rate,  1  000 lire are  quoted at F  7.8750  on  the. Paris 
market,  i.e., at the unit of account parity of  the  Franch  franc  on 
?.8750  .  . 
1  Januar:r  5~351tr9 =  1.4178 u.a. 
The  Italian target price at the real  exchange~rate for  the lira 
therefore  amounts  to  77.929  x  1.4178  a  110.47 u.a./tonne. 
19  J a._~~r_l  197.:t_ 
The  French franc  is allowed  to float;  the-Exchange Stabilization 
Fund is instructed to discontinue intervention.to maintain  the parity 
of the  franc.  Its fall  in value  is calculated at 5.5%,  the  rate  to 
be  t~ken into account  as  from  21  January 1974.  The  target price  for 
wheat  expressed in Franch  francs  remains_unchanged;  it is therefore 
"unpegged"  by 5.5%  from  the  common  price  and  falls  to  the  equivalent 
· of  108~62 u.a./tonne. -.-36-
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MAIN  REGULATIONS  RELJ\.TING  TO  CONPENSATORY  AHOUNTS 
EEC:  Regulation  No  129/62 of the Council  on  the value  of the unit of 
account -and  the  exchange.:..rates to 'be  applied ·for the purposes  of the 
·Common  Agricultural  Policy  (OJ  106  of 30 October 1962) •. 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  653/68  of  the  Council  of. 30 May  1968  on  conditions 
for  alterations  to  the  value  of the unit of account :used  for  .the 
Common  Agricultural Policy  (OJ  L 123 of  ~1 May  1968). 
'iE  . 
Regulation 1586/69 of 11  August  1969 .  (OJ. of 12 August)  on measures 
to· be ·taken as  a ·result of the  devaluation of  the French .franc 
'  ' 
(initit.l  Hcompcnsatory  amounts").· 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2464  of  9  December  1969  (OJ  L  312  of 12 December 
1969)  on  measures  to be  taken in agriculture  as  a  result  of the 
revaluatio~ of the German  mark. 
RegulQtion  (EEC)  No  974/71  of  the  Council  of 12 May  1971  on  certain 
I 
measures  of  con  june tural policy  to ·be  taken in. agri.cul ture  following 
the  temporary  wid&ning  of the  margins  of fluctuation for  the  ·  , · 
currencies of certain Member  States  (DM  and  guilder,  introduction -of  the 
principle of e·qualization)  (OJ  L  106  of 12 May  1971). 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  982/71  of the  Commission·of 12'May 1971  (OJ  13 May) 
on  the· rate of  exchange  t.o  be  applied as  regards  the  currencies of 
certain Member  States for  the  determination of  ~alue for  customs 
purposes. 
Regulation  (EEC).l013/71~ (OJ  L  110 of 18 May  197l)  moaified by 
Regulation 1871/71%  of  27  August  1971  (OJ  of 30 August  1971)  generalizing 
monetary  compensatory  amounts. 
%not  available in English. - 37- X/389/7,!--E 
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Regulation  2887/71~,  amending  the rules for  the  calculation of 
compensatory  amounts  (OJ  of 31  December  197l)G 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  2543/73  of 19  September 1973  amending  Regulation 
Ho  129· on· the  value  of the unit of account  S:nd  the  exchange-rates 
to  be  applied for  the purposes  of the  Common  Agricultural  Policy 
(OJ  L  263  of 19 September 1973)o 
-Regulation  (EEC)  No  1463/73  of the  Commission  of 30 May  1973 laying. 
down  detailed rules 'for  the application of  11monetary11  compensatory 
amounts  (OJ  L 146  of 4  June 1973). 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  2544/73  of  the Council  of 19 September 1973  on 
the  exchange  rate  to  be  applied in agricul  tu;re  for  the Dutch  gnilder 
(revaluation of the guilder)  (OJ  L  263  of 19  September 1973). 
- Regulation  (EEC)  ·No  345bf73  of the  Council  of 17 Dec-ember  1973 
. - -
(OJ  L  353  of  22December)  aGtending  Regul~tion (EEC)  No  974/71  as 
regards  the level of prices  for  agricultural products  in Italy 
following  developments  in the  monetary  situation. 
- Regulation  (EEC)  No  218/74  of the Commission  of  25  January 1974  . 
(OJ  L  24  of  28  January)  fixing  the  monetery  compensatory  amounts  and 
certain rates  for their application  (floating of the French franc). 
3£  .  .  not available in English. X/389174-E--
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